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Textiles Across The Pond
trying to stuff it in the
overhead bin. Airline
travel definitely leaves
a lot to be desired. I
am not a big person
and if I feel cramped, I
can’t imagine how the
gigantic man sitting in
front of me feels. He
looks like he had to accordion fold his body
to fit in his seat.

The two months since the last
newsletter was published have
gone by in a blur. I have traveled
Much of the November/December
to England and Scotland for a
issue was put together on a
textile tour and to Baltimore,
long flight. Towards the end of
Maryland, for a wonderful class
September I went on a textile
with Laura Taylor that was held
tour of England and Scotland. I
at Bedecked and Beadazzled. The
flew to Manchester with my friend
piece that we stitched was one of
Pat West to take part in a two-week
Ruth Schmuff’s designs, Pink Flower
tour that promised to be the trip of
Collage. I am currently traveling home
a lifetime. Our group of twenty-one
from Baltimore with
needlework professionals toured
my Dad and his dog
castles, manors and museums in
Katrina in tow. They will
Appleby, Ravensglass, Glasgow,
be staying with Jay and I
Edinburgh, Oxford, London
for the next six weeks.
and many stops along the way.
I find airplanes to be a
Although I got to see some
good place for me to work.
amazing embroidery dated from
Other than being cramped
Laura Taylor at the
the 12th through 18th centuries,
Flower Collage class. in a teeny tiny space and
I wish that the trip had not
trying to open up my laptop
been so rushed so I could have
to work, only to have the person in front of
savored the experience and had
me recline their seat causing my computer
the time to do a better job of
to be jammed into my ribs, I can usually
documenting what I was seeing.
get some quality time to work without
Another trip to the area at a much
too many interruptions. If I’m lucky I can
more leisurely pace is in order.
actually get a whole thought written
I returned from England and
down before someone comes down the
Scotland and feverishly finished up
aisle and bumps my arm or hits me in
the upcoming issue while dealing
the head with their carry on while

with jet lag. (Please be kind if you
see any errors.) My brain must not
have been fully functional because
for some reason, I thought going to
the animal shelter and adopting two
cats would help me feel better, and it
did. My friends made fun of me with
comments like, “What? Were you
bored?“ I had been keeping an eye on
the shelter’s website, looking for two
adult cats that needed
to stay together,
were friendly
and would get
along with the
poodles. Into our
lives walked BOGO
and his almost identical
brother Ditto. The animal shelter gave
us a deal if we adopted the boys
together, thus the names BOGO (Buy
One Get One) and Ditto.
The cats are working out well so far.
Once I return home, we will start
introducing them to our yard so they
can be indoor/outdoor kitties. Right
now they live in the Needlepoint Now
studio full time.
There is no rest for the wicked. Once
the November/December files were
sent to the printer, I started in on the
January/February issue. The good news
is that I don’t have to travel again for
six weeks.
Happy holidays and remember to
savor the moment because it will be
gone in a blink of the eye.
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Who won the
Pepper Pot
Silk?

R!

We asked for a picture of
your stitching nook and 150 words or less
telling us why you needed a Stella Lamp!

Please Help Me
Stop My Husband
From Laughing At Me!

Erica St. Dennis

No Nest, No Corner, No Niche for me,
just these crazy lighted magnifying
glasses and my stick lamp.
I NEED a Stella Lamp to come to my
rescue!

from Lamexa, VA
was the lucky winner in our drawing
for the six skeins of Pepper Pot Silks.

Happy Stitching!!

—Donna Casey, Dallas, TX

The French Ribbon Rosette
1
2

Wrap the needle once as you would to
make a French knot, then pierce the ribbon
between the wrap and the canvas and sink
the needle to the back.

Needlepoint Now
Snap Trays &
Frame Weights

Available at
needlepointnow.com
or call 541-935-0238.
Frame Weight: $24 plus S/H.
7.5 x 2.75’’, 2 lbs. Black-onblack swirls with colorful varied
embroidery.
Snap Tray: $33 plus S/H.
7.5 x 7.5'' (folds flat to 11 x 11'').
Fun patterns and bright embroidery! Check out the web site for
all the available combinations.
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French Ribbon Rosette
stitch

Another bloom for your garden.
Make yourself a pocketful of posies or a
charming bunch of mistletoe with this
fun stitch.

Attention
Needlepoint Now Subscribers!
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Congratulations!!

ENTER OUR NEW
STELLA LIGHTING FLOOR
LAMP GIVEAWAY!
That’s right! We’re doing it again!

IT’S SO EASY! Send in a picture

of your own Stitching Nest, Creative
Corner or Stitching Niche and your
customer number along with 150
words or less telling us why a Stella
Lamp will be the perfect accessory
for your stitching area.

A WINNER WILL BE CHOSEN ON
JANUARY 9, 2015
You can email your entry to:

contest@needlepointnow.com
or mail a non-returnable entry to:

Snap tray outer
fabric options

Needlepoint Now/Stella2
P.O. Box 428 Elmira, OR 97437

in the November/December Issue

Coming up...

Be Jolly
There’s no stopping the jollies while you stitch this
colorful piece designed by Don Lynch of Associated
Talents. Follow his fun recipe of stitches, techniques
and threads as you make a feast of eye-candy for
the holidays.
Merry Mistletoe Santa
Leigh Designs has a sparkling Russian Santa waiting to
become your own personal stitched fairy tale. Just let
Sandra Arthur’s beautiful stitch guide lead you down the
path and around the bend.
Winter Scenery
Martina Dey shows us how to revel in the winter snow
of Germany all year round with this sweet charted scene.
Say Cheese!
A picture perfect portrait by Annie Lane introduces your
favorite kooky characters from the barnyard. Cindy
Mathews uses the big blocks of color to create texture
and effects using a variety of threads and stitches.
Shimmer and Shine
A fabulous pair of petite charted stockings sparkling
with holiday cheer and beautiful geometrics—brought to
you by the talented Pat Mazu.
Blue Carnation Bargello
We love this purple-blue optical illusion that draws your
eye in and out of the pattern. Kandace Thomas has given
us a bit of shiny wrapped toffee to chew on with her
charming charted pillow.

Back Issue Special
December 1st–31st
all available Needlepoint Now
back issues are 50% OFF
when ordered online from
our secure-purchase
back orders page at
www.needlepointnow.com

Online offer only–phone orders are not discounted.

The “H”
Train: Part 2
See the “Cahearse”
by Raymond Crawford
that’s ready to hook to
your devilish locomotive.
Who doesn’t like a
haunted car full of ghostly
ghouls? There’s even a spooky cat to see you off
the platform. Get ready for another wild ride with a
stitch guide from your conductor Vicky De Angelis!
Red Holiday Light
A wonderful charted ornament from the talented
Susan Portra that will surely bring the joy of the
season into your home. She’s also sharing with us
her Green Holiday Gift and Green Holiday
Bell to ring in the new year!
Deb Eiseman: Art That Heals
Look into the art of needlework and what it can
do to heal the world around us. June RussellChamberlin’s interview with Deb discusses some
of the joyful side effects of our craft.

Ad Reminder!

Reservations for ad space in our
Jan/Feb 2015 issue are due November 3rd
with ad materials for custom design due
November 10th. Camera-ready ads can be
sent in as late as December 1st.
—Thank you!
PO Box 428, Elmira, OR 97437
ads@needlepointnow.com
editor@needlepointnow.com
www.needlepointnow.com
PH 541.935.0238
FX 541.935.0267

